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Landscape genetic connectivity in a riparian foundation tree is jointly
driven by climatic gradients and river networks
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Abstract. Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremonti ) is a foundation riparian tree species
that drives community structure and ecosystem processes in southwestern U.S. ecosystems.
Despite its ecological importance, little is known about the ecological and environmental
processes that shape its genetic diversity, structure, and landscape connectivity. Here, we
combined molecular analyses of 82 populations including 1312 individual trees dispersed over
the species’ geographical distribution. We reduced the data set to 40 populations and 743
individuals to eliminate admixture with a sibling species, and used multivariate restricted
optimization and reciprocal causal modeling to evaluate the effects of river network
connectivity and climatic gradients on gene ﬂow. Our results conﬁrmed the following: First,
gene ﬂow of Fremont cottonwood is jointly controlled by the connectivity of the river network
and gradients of seasonal precipitation. Second, gene ﬂow is facilitated by mid-sized to large
rivers, and is resisted by small streams and terrestrial uplands, with resistance to gene ﬂow
decreasing with river size. Third, genetic differentiation increases with cumulative differences
in winter and spring precipitation. Our results suggest that ongoing fragmentation of riparian
habitats will lead to a loss of landscape-level genetic connectivity, leading to increased
inbreeding and the concomitant loss of genetic diversity in a foundation species. These genetic
effects will cascade to a much larger community of organisms, some of which are threatened
and endangered.
Key words: climate; conservation; Fremont cottonwood; gene ﬂow; landscape genetics; landscape
resistance; Populus fremontii; reciprocal causal modeling.

INTRODUCTION
Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii ) is an
important foundation tree species (Ellison et al. 2005)
in riparian ecosystems of the U.S. Southwest, acting as a
driver of community structure and ecosystem processes
(Whitham et al. 2006). Common garden studies, for
example, have shown that genotypic variation in
Fremont cottonwood affects both community structure
and diversity (Shuster et al. 2006, Ferrier et al. 2012,
Bangert et al. 2013) and ecosystem processes such as
aboveground net primary productivity (Grady et al.
2011). Studies of intraspeciﬁc genetic variation in other
cottonwoods also demonstrate similar effects at both the
community and ecosystem level (LeRoy et al. 2006,
Bangert et al. 2008, Schweitzer et al. 2008, 2013, Keith et
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al. 2010, Busby et al. 2013). Despite their ecological
importance, detailed studies of genetic diversity, structure, and landscape connectivity are lacking for any of
the North American cottonwood species (Burczyk et al.
2004, Slavov and Zhelev 2010). Understanding how
environmental and landscape-level features inﬂuence
genetic variation and structure in foundation trees such
as P. fremontii has important ecological and evolutionary consequences such as: (1) the identiﬁcation of
speciﬁc barriers to dispersal, or corridors that facilitate
gene ﬂow; (2) revealing how gene ﬂow and genetic drift
might promote or inhibit adaptive divergence among
populations; and (3) elucidating how to best preserve
genetic variation within broadly distributed tree species
in order to maximize their adaptive potential for climate
change (Grady et al. 2011).
Landscape genetics and population genomics provide
methods to predict the effects of landscape structure and
climatic gradients on genetic structure, population
connectivity, and adaptive genetic variation (e.g., Cushman et al. 2006, 2013, Cushman and Landguth 2010,
Shirk et al. 2010, Wasserman et al. 2010, 2012, Landguth and Cushman 2010, Landguth et al. 2011). Most
past research in landscape genetics has focused on
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evaluating a few alternative models relative to null
models such as isolation by distance or isolation by
barriers (e.g., Coulon et al. 2004, Schwartz et al. 2009).
As noted by Wasserman et al. (2010), observing that a
resistance model has a higher correlation with genetic
differentiation than does a null model of isolation by
distance is a very weak basis to infer that it is the driver,
and entails a large risk of errors of afﬁrming the
consequent (e.g., Cushman and Landguth 2010).
Several approaches have been used to improve model
optimization in landscape genetics, including evaluating
factorials of dozens to hundreds of alternative models
and quantifying the unimodality of support (e.g.,
Cushman et al. 2006), conducting univariate optimization across scale and functional form (e.g., Wasserman
et al. 2010), and conducting restricted multivariate
optimization to seek stable predictions of optimal
resistance parameters (e.g., Shirk et al. 2010). This latter
approach is preferable for several reasons. By systematically varying each model parameter, the Shirk et al.
(2010) approach enables researchers to identify a peak of
support across a very large parameter space. Importantly, the approach accounts for interactions between
variables, allows for nonlinear responses, and excludes
variables that reduce model performance. In this paper
we combined the multivariate restricted optimization
approaches developed by Shirk et al. (2010) with the
reciprocal causal modeling approach of Cushman et al.
(2013) to evaluate the effects of river network connectivity and climatic gradients on genetic differentiation
and gene ﬂow in Fremont cottonwood across the U.S.
Southwest. We evaluated the following two hypotheses:
(1) Genetic differentiation is strongly related to the
connectivity of the river network. Speciﬁcally, we
expected that mid-sized to large rivers would facilitate
gene ﬂow, while small streams and terrestrial uplands
will inhibit it. (2) Genetic differentiation is partly driven
by climatic gradients. Because Fremont cottonwood
occurs across a broad latitudinal gradientd we expected
that gene ﬂow would be attenuated between populations
that experience different seasonal patterns of precipitation.
Testing these hypotheses is important because cottonwoods are dominants of an endangered ecosystem in
the American Southwest (Noss et al. 1995), and
knowledge of the factors that affect its population
structure and connectivity is essential to guide effective
conservation and restoration. To mitigate negative
anthropogenic effects on riparian habitat, large and
costly restoration projects are currently underway. For
example, on 1030 km of the Lower Colorado River, a
50-year, $626 million riparian habitat restoration project
was initiated in 2005 and managed by the Bureau of
Reclamation (Follstad Shah et al. 2007, LCR MSCP
2010). Knowledge of how climate and river networks
interact to affect genetic connectivity of a foundation
tree species could play an important role in restoration
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strategies and in conserving the dependent communities
they support.
METHODS
Study species
Populus fremontii (Fremont cottonwood) is one of ﬁve
North American Populus species and is broadly distributed along river corridors and tributaries throughout the
southwestern United States (Eckenwalder 1977). It is an
obligate outcrossing, dioecious (separate sexes), windpollinated tree species. Based on these life history traits,
high connectivity among populations and substantial
gene ﬂow across its range is expected. In addition to
wind pollination, seeds are also wind and water
dispersed, which may further contribute to gene ﬂow,
although empirical data on seed dispersal are limited
(Slavov et al. 2009).
Fremont cottonwood also hybridizes with other
cottonwood species wherever species distributions overlap (Eckenwalder 1984), but extensive areas of nonoverlapping Fremont populations still occur. Along the
western front of the Colorado Rocky Mountains, USA,
Fremont cottonwood partially overlaps with another
closely related and morphologically similar species, P.
deltoides (eastern cottonwood). Although morphological
characters allow taxonomic discrimination of the two
species (Eckenwalder 1977), there is considerable
overlap among these characters, suggesting that the
two species are either a single, morphologically variable
taxon, or that hybridization has played a role in their
evolutionary history. To constrain our study to Fremont
cottonwood, we sampled throughout its range, but
removed populations that showed genetic admixture
between the two species (see Genetic admixture below).
Sampling of cottonwood populations
Leaf samples from 71 populations were collected
throughout the southwestern U.S. range of Fremont
cottonwood (Fig. 1; Appendix A: Table A1). Samples
were dried using Drierite (Drierite, Xenia, Ohio, USA)
and stored at room temperature. Geographic coordinates were recorded using a GPS unit for most samples.
Where satellite signal was unavailable, locality data were
determined using topographic maps. For comparison,
included in this sample set were 11 populations (N ¼ 66)
of eastern cottonwood from a 2350-km transect
extending from Tucumcari, New Mexico, to Columbus,
Ohio, USA. Together with the 71 Fremont populations,
a total of 82 populations encompassing 1312 individuals
was used to assess the degree of genetic differentiation
between P. fremontii and P. deltoides and to quantify the
degree to which hybridization, assessed as genetic
admixture, occurs.
DNA extraction and simple sequence repeat analysis
For each sample, ;6 g of dried leaf material was drymilled using 2-mm Sintered Zirconium silicate grinding
media (GlenMills, Clifton, New Jersey, USA) and
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FIG. 1. Ranges of Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii ) and eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoides) populations sampled
(Little 1971). P. deltoides samples are shown in black triangles. P. fremontii used in the landscape genetic analysis are shown in
black circles. Populations showing admixture between P. deltoides and P. fremontii are shown in gray circles. These were excluded
from the landscape genetic analysis.

shaken vigorously using the 2000 Geno/Grinder (SPEX,
SamplePrep, Metuchen, New Jersey, USA). The pulverized material was then used in whole genomic DNA
extractions following the DNeasy 96 Plant Mini Kit
protocol (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA). DNA
was quantiﬁed using NanoDrop ND-1000 UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientiﬁc, Wilmington,
Delaware, USA).
Based on an initial screening of 25 simple sequence
repeat (SSR) loci, 13 SSRs were chosen from the
Populus SSR Resource database (Appendix A: Table
A1; Tuskan et al. 2004; International Populus Genome
Consortium, available online).8 Touchdown polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) ampliﬁcation was performed in 10
lL volumes, with 12.5 ng template DNA, 0.15 mM
dNTPs deoxynucleotide triphosphates), 0.35 units Taq
polymerase, 13 PCR buffer, and 2.5 mM MgCl2.
Thermal cycling conditions were: 948C for 5 min (one
cycle); 958C for 15 s, 608C for 15 s (decrease 18C each
cycle), 728C for 30 s (10 cycles); 958C for 15 s, 508C min
for 15 s, 728C for 30 s (25 cycles); with a ﬁnal cycle of
728C for 10 min. Forward primers were end-labeled with
either FAM (ﬂuorescein amidite), NED, PET, or VIC
ﬂuorescent dye (Applied Biosystems [AB], Foster City,
California, USA). An AB 3730xl Genetic Analyzer was
used for fragment analysis of PCR products with an
internal size standard (GeneScan LIZ600; Foster City,
8

http://www.ornl.gov/sci/ipgc/ssr_resource.htm

California, USA). Allele fragment sizes were scored
using AB GeneMapper v4.0 (Applied Biosystems 2011)
and automatic scoring using assigned bins. All alleles
were manually checked for accuracy.
Regional assessment of genetic structure and admixture
The program STRUCTURE v.2.3.3 (Pritchard et al.
2000, Falush et al. 2003) was used to infer population
structure and assess genetic admixture without a priori
assignment of the number of populations. A burn-in of
15 000 and values of K ¼ 1–20 were tested. The best ﬁt K
value was estimated using the DK statistic (Evanno et al.
2005), implemented in STRUCTURE HARVESTER
(Earl and vonHoltd 2011). The program CLUMP
(Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007) was used to combine
the results of the replicate runs, and DISTRUCT
(Rosenberg 2004) was used to create visual images.
Genetic admixture
Preliminary assessment of genetic diversity and
structure among the 82 populations revealed that some
populations in eastern Utah, one in eastern Arizona,
and all populations in Colorado and New Mexico were
more genetically similar to eastern cottonwood. A few
populations in eastern Utah showed genetic admixture,
suggesting that hybridization between the two species
occurs. The percentage of admixture in these hybrid
populations ranged from 1% to 99.1%. We removed
populations that showed greater than 10% admixture
with eastern cottonwood, resulting in landscape genetic
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analysis of 40 Fremont cottonwood populations encompassing 743 individual trees.
Genetic diversity and differentiation
in Fremont cottonwood
Among population differentiation (FST; Wright 1965)
was calculated and an analysis of molecular variance
(AMOVA) was conducted using GenAlEx v6.1 (Peakall
and Smouse 2006). Pairwise FST was also estimated for
all populations, and a Mantel Test (Mantel 1967) was
used to test whether pairwise FST was correlated with
geographic distance across all populations and loci.
Geographic distance matrix calculations were made
using a central point designated for each Fremont
cottonwood population and determined by averaging
the GPS coordinates of the entire population (Fig. 1).
Reciprocal causal modeling
The predominant analytical approach to associate
landscape patterns with gene ﬂow processes is based on
pairwise calculation of cost distances, using least cost
paths (e.g., Coulon et al. 2004, Cushman et al. 2006) or
multi-path circuit approaches (McRae 2006) followed
by application of Mantel and partial Mantel tests
(Mantel 1967, Smouse et al. 1986) to correlate pairwise
genetic distances with pairwise cost distances for
alternative resistance models. There has been controversy in the literature about the appropriateness of Mantel
testing in landscape genetics (e.g., Raufaste and Rousset
2001, Castellano and Balletto 2002). Legendre and
Fortin (2010) clariﬁed this confusion, and argue that,
while distance-based regression approaches, such as the
Mantel test, have lower power than traditional linear
models, they remain the appropriate framework when
the hypotheses are explicitly deﬁned in terms of distance
matrices, as they are in landscape genetic analyses
testing effects of landscape resistance on neutral genetic
differentiation. Recently, Guillot and Rousset (2011)
reported that partial Mantel tests may be biased when
there is spatial correlation in landscape resistance.
Autocorrelation deriving from isolation by distance
(Meirmans 2012) and isolation by resistance (Amos et
al. 2012) leads to elevated Type I error rates in Mantel
tests.
The causal modeling framework has been widely used
as a model selection and hypothesis testing procedure in
landscape genetics (Cushman et al. 2006). The Cushman
et al. (2006) approach involves identifying the most
supported resistance hypothesis among a range of
alternative resistance models (based on statistical
signiﬁcance or magnitude of the Mantel r), and then
using partial Mantel tests (Legendre and Troussellier
1988, Legendre 1993) to determine whether it meets the
statistical expectations of a causal model relative to
alternative models of isolation by distance or isolation
by barrier. Cushman and Landguth (2010) evaluated the
power of this framework and found it to perform well in
identifying the drivers of genetic differentiation in a
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complex landscape, and rejecting incorrect and correlated alternatives. Cushman et al. (2013) further
evaluated the reliability of the causal modeling approach
using partial Mantel tests in landscape genetics and
found that causal modeling improves but does not
eliminate elevated Type I error rates. They proposed an
alternative approach, called reciprocal causal modeling,
which greatly improves the ability to correctly identify
the drivers of genetic differentiation and reject highly
correlated alternative hypotheses.
In each phase of the analysis, we used reciprocal
causal modeling (Cushman et al. 2013) to compete all
hypotheses at that step with each other, and identify the
hypothesis in the set that was uniquely supported
relative to the others. The reciprocal causal modeling
approach works by computing all combinations of
partial Mantel tests in the set of alternative hypotheses
(each hypothesis partialling out each other hypothesis).
Then for each combination of hypotheses, we computed
the difference in the magnitude of the partial Mantel r
between hypothesis A partialling out hypothesis B, and
hypothesis B partialling out hypothesis A. If hypothesis
A is correct, then (A j B  B j A) should be positive.
Conversely, if hypothesis B is correct, then (A j B  B j A)
should be negative. We computed a matrix of these
differences in the magnitude of partial Mantel r, with the
focal hypotheses along the x-axis and the alternative
hypotheses along the y-axis. A model that is fully
supported in reciprocal causal modeling would have all
positive values along the y-axis (it is supported
independently of all other models) and all negative
values along the x-axis (no alternative models are
supported independently of it). At each step of the
analyses, we computed these reciprocal causal modeling
matrices, identiﬁed the uniquely supported candidate
model, and passed that model on as the starting point
for the next step. In this way, we combined reciprocal
causal modeling to evaluate models (Cushman et al.
2013), with iterative model optimization (Shirk et al.
2010) to maximize the ﬁt of the resistance model to
observed genetic differentiation.
Organizational models.—Our analysis involved optimizing the relationship between landscape features
(rivers, uplands, and climate gradients) and gene ﬂow
in a series of nested steps. We combined restricted
optimization (Shirk et al. 2010) with reciprocal causal
modeling (Cushman et al. 2013) to evaluate a large
number of alternative resistance models. Testing our
ﬁrst hypothesis involved optimizing the relative resistance of streams and rivers relative to terrestrial uplands
(Fig. 2). There are four steps in our test of hypothesis 1.
First, we used reciprocal causal modeling on nine
hypotheses of the relationship between river order and
cottonwood gene ﬂow (Fig. 2a). In the second step, we
took the resistance model most supported in step 1 and
used reciprocal causal modeling to evaluate 15 variations in which the relative resistance of the orders of
river size found to be inﬂuential in step 1 (Fig. 2b). The
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FIG. 2. First phase of the analysis involved optimizing the
relative resistance of streams and rivers relative to terrestrial
uplands. (a) We used reciprocal causal modeling to evaluate
nine hypotheses of river order control on gene ﬂow. Based on
the results of that step, (b) we used reciprocal causal modeling
to evaluate 15 additional hypotheses of the relative resistance of
river orders. Next, (c) we evaluated 10 hypotheses of relative
resistance of terrestrial uplands. Finally, we iterated steps
(panels b and c) until convergence to a stable solution.

third step used reciprocal causal modeling on 10
hypotheses that held the relative resistance of different
river orders constant at the optimal combination
identiﬁed in step 2, but varied the resistance of the
terrestrial upland matrix. The fourth step was an
iterative repeat of steps b and c until convergence to a
stable solution. This combination of iterative restricted
optimization (similar to that proposed by Shirk et al.
2010) and reciprocal causal modeling (Cushman et al.
2013) provides a strong means to evaluate relative
support for alternative hypotheses and efﬁciently
optimize resistance estimates for gene ﬂow as functions
of river order and network connectivity.
Testing our second hypothesis involved optimizing the
relationships between climate gradients and genetic
differentiation of Fremont cottonwood (Fig. 3). There
were three steps in our test of hypothesis 2. The ﬁrst step
was broken into ﬁve sub-steps (step 1a, step 1b, step 1c,
step 1d, step 1e; Fig. 3). The ﬁrst sub-step (step 1a; Fig.
3) used reciprocal causal modeling on seven hypotheses
of control of gene ﬂow by climate cluster membership
(Table 1). The second sub-step (step 1b; Fig. 3) used
reciprocal causal modeling on nine hypotheses of
control of gene ﬂow by pairwise differences in seasonal
precipitation. The third, fourth, and ﬁfth sub-steps (step
1c, step 1d, step 1e, respectively; Fig. 3) used reciprocal
causal modeling to test 21 hypotheses (in each sub-step)
of control of gene ﬂow by cumulative path differences in
monsoon, spring, and winter precipitation, respectively.
The second step of the climate–gene ﬂow analysis used
reciprocal causal modeling to optimize the relative
inﬂuence of cumulative path differences in monsoon,
spring, and winter precipitation (step 2; Fig. 3). The
third step of the climate–gene-ﬂow analysis used
reciprocal causal modeling to combine supported
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models from step 1a, step 1b, and step 2 into a ﬁnal
model of effects of climate on gene ﬂow.
The ﬁnal phase of the analysis sought to optimize the
relative inﬂuence of river order and upland resistance
compared to resistance to gene ﬂow presented by
climatic differences. In this third phase we used
reciprocal causal modeling to test 202 alternative
hypotheses of the relative effects of climate vs. river
network connectivity on gene ﬂow (Fig. 4). The 202
hypotheses varied the relative weight of the optimized
climate resistance model across multiples from 1 to 200
times larger relative inﬂuence than the optimized river
order resistance model. The two additional hypotheses
(making 202) evaluated in this phase are isolation by
distance and isolation by Bayesian cluster membership.
Developing river order resistance hypotheses.—Given
that Fremont cottonwood is primarily wind dispersed
and that seeds require streams and rivers for recruitment, gene ﬂow is likely to follow major river and
stream tributary corridors. Thus, stream order was
chosen in this study as a major landscape feature acting
as a conduit for gene ﬂow. Strahler stream order
(Strahler 1957) was obtained through the National
Hydrology Dataset plus data (NHD plus; available
online).9 Strahler stream order classiﬁes streams in a
hierarchical manner by size. Quantiﬁcation of Strahler
stream order class sizes were calculated using an ArcGIS
10 hydrology algorithm (Gleyzer et al. 2004). Layers
corresponding to sample collections were downloaded
from NHD plus and stream layers were created in
ArcGis 10 (ESRI 2011). The stream order classiﬁcation
is map scale dependent; the order for each stream in the
system is related to the resolution of the map and
number of drainages included. The data were then
joined in ArcGIS 10 to generate one large data set to
ensure resolution was the same for all of the stream
segments. The maximum stream order within this study
area was stream order seven. Finally, after applying our
hypothesized resistance factors based on stream order,
we used the stream order network to calculate the least
cost path between all pairs of sample locations, and
produced a cost distance matrix for each hypothesis
tested.
Developing climate resistance hypotheses.—We used
GridCalc (available online)10 to aggregate PRISM data
(available online)11 into a monthly 30-year window from
which precipitation averages and temperature extremes
were extracted. These extracted values were compiled
into spatially explicit American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII) images for each
month and climate variable. Further processing with
ArcGIS’ raster calculator enabled these individual
images to be grouped into ﬁve seasonalities: winter,
spring, summer, monsoon, and fall.
9

http://nhd.usgs.gov/
www4.nau.edu/direnet/methods/
11 http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/
10
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FIG. 3. Optimizing the relationships between climate gradients and genetic differentiation of Fremont cottonwood. The ﬁrst
step was broken into ﬁve sub-steps (step 1a, step 1b, step 1c, step 1d, and step 1e): (a) reciprocal causal modeling on seven
hypotheses of control of gene ﬂow by climate cluster membership, (b) reciprocal causal modeling on nine hypotheses of control of
gene ﬂow by pairwise differences in seasonal precipitation, (c, d, e) reciprocal causal modeling to test 21 hypotheses (in each
substep) of control of gene ﬂow by cumulative path differences in monsoon, spring, and winter precipitation, respectively. The
second step (step 2) of the climate–gene ﬂow analysis used reciprocal causal modeling to optimize the relative inﬂuence of
cumulative path differences in monsoon, spring, and winter precipitation. The third step (step 3) of the climate–gene ﬂow analysis
used reciprocal causal modeling to combine supported models from step 1a, step 1b, and step 2 into a ﬁnal model of effects of
climate on gene ﬂow.

We evaluated three sets of climate-based resistance
hypotheses. The ﬁrst set of these proposed that genetic
differentiation of Fremont cottonwood populations
would be associated with regional zones of similar
climate, such that populations within spatial clusters of
similar climate would show low levels of genetic
differentiation relative to one another, while populations
residing in different climate zones would have divergent
structure. This would reﬂect local adaptation to local
climate. We constructed these hypotheses by computing
Isocluster (ESRI 2012) clusters of areas of similar
climate based on winter, spring, and monsoon precipitation. We evaluated ﬁve levels of climate clustering and
its association with Fremont cottonwood gene ﬂow. In
each of these, we produced a model matrix, which

reported whether or not each pair of sampled cottonwood populations were in the same or different climate
clusters. These matrices were then used as the independent variable in reciprocal causal modeling analyses, as
described in the Organizational models section above.
The second set of climate hypotheses proposed that
genetic differentiation is a continuous function of
pairwise differences in seasonal precipitation, such that
populations that have similar seasonal precipitation
proﬁles will have similar genetic structure. This would
reﬂect continuous variation in local adaptation to
precipitation. We evaluated this by computing the
pairwise differences in winter, spring, monsoon, and
annual precipitation for each combination of sampled
populations, and using this matrix as the independent

TABLE 1. Resistance parameters for the step 1 reciprocal causal modeling of the effects of river network on gene ﬂow.
Resistance hypotheses
River order

dist

1r20

2r20

3r20

4r20

5r20

6r20

7r20

Terrestrial uplands
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

20
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

20
20
1
1
1
1
1
1

20
20
20
1
1
1
1
1

20
20
20
20
1
1
1
1

20
20
20
20
20
1
1
1

20
20
20
20
20
20
1
1

20
20
20
20
20
20
1

Notes: We tested nine hypotheses in step 1: struct, isolation by structure groups; dist, isolation by distance; 1r20–7r20, isolation
by landscape resistance where river network provides low resistance and terrestrial uplands are high resistance, with river network
deﬁned as a gradient from all streams (orders 1–7; e.g., 1r20) to only the largest streams (order 7; e.g., 7r20). The values in the cells
represent the relative resistance of rivers of different orders for each hypothesis. The isolation by structure groupings is not shown,
as that hypothesis does not assign resistance based on landscape conditions, but based on structure group membership.
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FIG. 4. Optimizing the relative inﬂuence of river order and
upland resistance compared to resistance to gene ﬂow presented
by climatic differences.

variable in reciprocal causal modeling as described in the
Organizational models section above.
The third set of climate hypotheses proposes that
genetic differentiation is a continuous function of
cumulative isolation by climatic differences between
pairs of populations. This would result in continuous
genetic differentiation as functions of cumulative difference in seasonal precipitation across the landscapes
separating pairs of sampled populations. We evaluated
this hypothesis by calculating the local slope (in a 5 3 5
window) of spatial change in seasonal precipitation
(winter, spring, monsoon) and calculating the cumulative cost distance across these precipitation slope
surfaces (e.g., Yang et al. 2013), and used these cost
distance matrices as independent variables in the
reciprocal causal modeling as described in the Organizational models section above.
RESULTS
Regional patterns of genetic structure and admixture
Although low regional structure in P. fremontii was
expected due to wind-dispersed life history traits across
its widespread distribution, STRUCTURE analysis
showed distinct regional groupings. The best statistical
ﬁt was a signiﬁcant value of DK at K ¼ 2, and a
secondary peak at K ¼ 4. A neighbor-joining distance
analysis also showed regional groupings (data not
shown). Two distinct groupings occurred, delineating
Fremont from eastern cottonwood. Some populations
showed admixture between the two species, while other
populations grouped entirely with Fremont cottonwood.
The admixed and eastern cottonwood populations
included populations along the eastern edge of the
Fremont cottonwood range, including some in eastern
Utah, and all Colorado and New Mexico populations.
These two major groupings support the STRUCTURE
analysis plot of DK at K ¼ 2 above.
After removing all eastern cottonwood populations
including those exhibiting admixture greater than 0.1, a
DK at K ¼ 3 was the only signiﬁcant STRUCTURE
grouping for remaining populations of Fremont cottonwood. In STRUCTURE, with the removal of admixed
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populations greater than 10%, Fremont cottonwood
cluster groupings remained the same.
The AMOVA analysis showed 75% of the genetic
diversity was distributed within individuals, 3% among
individuals, and 22% among populations. There was
signiﬁcant genetic differentiation among subpopulations
relative to total population variation (FST ¼ 0.221, P ,
0.001). Regional groupings corresponding to results
based on STRUCTURE analysis were also found to be
highly signiﬁcant (/RT ¼ 0.26, P , 0.001 [where /RT is
the among population component of genetic variation
within the region studied]).
Hypothesis 1: river network resistance optimization.—
The ﬁrst step in the optimization of river network
resistance involved reciprocal causal modeling on nine
alternative hypotheses, which included seven variations
in which orders of stream/river size were predicted to
facilitate gene ﬂow of Fremont cottonwood (Table 1), as
well as isolation by distance and isolation by STRUCTURE Bayesian clustering. The results of the ﬁrst step
of river order resistance optimization with reciprocal
causal modeling indicated that streams of order 2 and
larger have a positive effect on gene ﬂow, while ﬁrstorder streams do not (Appendix B: Fig. B1). It also
indicated that isolation by distance and isolation by
STRUCTURE groupings were not supported independently of any river order resistance hypotheses.
The second step of river network optimization
evaluated the relative resistance of streams of order 2–
7 across 15 alternative hypotheses (Table 2). Reciprocal
causal modeling identiﬁed the 13th of these alternative
hypotheses as independently supported (Appendix B:
Fig. B2). In this hypothesis, rivers of order 5, 6, and 7
equally facilitate gene ﬂow, with fourth-order streams
3.8 times more resistant, third-order streams 7.5 times
more resistant, and second-order streams 11.3 times
more resistant than these larger rivers. All other areas
(ﬁrst-order streams and terrestrial uplands) were assigned a resistance 15 times greater than these lowest
resistance larger rivers.
The third step of river network optimization evaluated 14 alternative models of relative resistance of ﬁrst
order streams and terrestrial uplands compared to rivers
of orders 2–7, holding these at the optimal relative
resistance identiﬁed in step 2, and varying the relative
resistance of ﬁrst order streams and uplands from 12 to
25 times higher than the lowest resistance large rivers
(Table 3; Appendix B: Fig. B3). Reciprocal causal
modeling identiﬁed the ﬁrst of these hypotheses (13a) as
independently supported (Appendix B: Fig. B3). This
hypothesis suggests that ﬁrst-order streams and terrestrial uplands are 12 times more resistant than ﬁfth-,
sixth-, or seventh-order rivers.
The fourth step re-evaluated the step 2 hypotheses of
relative river order resistance, but with the resistance of
ﬁrst-order streams and terrestrial uplands set to 12, as
identiﬁed in step 3 (Table 4). This model suggests that
terrestrial uplands are 12 times more resistant than the
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TABLE 2. Resistance parameters for the step 2 reciprocal causal modeling of the effects of river network on gene ﬂow.
Resistance model

River
order

r1

r2

r3

r4

r5

r6

r7

r8

r9

r10

r11

r12

r13

r14

r15

7
6
5
4
3
2
Other

10
10
10
10
10
10
150

10
10
10
10
33
67
150

10
10
10
25
50
75
150

10
10
20
40
60
80
150

10
17
33
50
67
83
150

10
10
10
10
10
25
150

10
10
10
10
17
33
150

10
10
10
13
25
38
150

10
10
10
20
30
40
150

10
12
17
25
33
42
150

10
10
10
10
10
75
150

10
10
10
10
50
100
150

10
10
10
38
75
113
150

10
10
30
60
90
120
150

10
25
50
75
100
125
150

Notes: Step 1 identiﬁed river order 2–7 as facilitating gene ﬂow and terrestrial uplands, and streams of order 1 providing high
resistance. In step 2, we tested 15 additional hypotheses to evaluate the relative resistance of each stream order to gene ﬂow: r1–r15
represent 15 alternative hypotheses for the relative effect of different stream orders on landscape resistance. Model r1 proposes
resistance of river orders 2–7 are the same, and are 15 times less than terrestrial uplands. Conversely, r15 suggests that the resistance
of river order 6 is 2.5 times higher, river order 5 is 5 times higher, river order 4 is 7.5 times higher, river order 3 is 10 times higher,
river order 2 is 12.5 times higher, and terrestrial uplands is 15 times higher than resistance of rivers of order 7.

largest rivers (orders 5, 6, 7), with resistance of rivers of
different order as in model 13 from the second step of
the causal modeling. This conﬁrms convergence to a
stable solution of relative resistance of river orders and
terrestrial uplands, and ends the optimization loop for
resistance of the river network relative to terrestrial
uplands (Appendix B: Fig. B4).
Hypothesis 2: climate gradient optimization.—We
evaluated three sets of alternative hypotheses about
genetic differentiation as functions of seasonal precipitation. In the ﬁrst set, we competed seven hypotheses
about climate clusters (ﬁve clusters) driving genetic
differentiation relative to each other and isolation by
distance and isolation by STRUCTURE groups (Appendix B: Fig. B5). None of the climate cluster
hypotheses were supported independently of isolation
by STRUCTURE groups or isolation by distance, and
both isolation by STRUCTURE group and isolation by
distance were supported independently of all climate
cluster hypotheses.
In the second set of hypotheses of genetic differentiation as functions of climate gradients, we evaluated
nine hypotheses of pairwise differences in seasonal
precipitation (seven combinations) relative to each other
and isolation by distance and isolation by STRUCTURE groups (Appendix B: Fig. B6). None of the
seasonal differences in precipitation hypotheses were

supported independently of isolation by STRUCTURE
groups or isolation by distance, and both isolation by
STRUCTURE group and isolation by distance were
supported independently of all precipitation difference
hypotheses.
In the third set of hypotheses of genetic differentiation
as functions of climate gradients, we evaluated hypotheses of genetic isolation by gradients of cumulative
difference in seasonal precipitation between pairs of
sampled populations. We evaluated each season separately in the ﬁrst step. In this ﬁrst step we evaluated 19
different forms of resistance as functions of the slope of
each season’s precipitation. These functional forms were
power functions from 0.2 to 2.0 power at steps of 0.1,
reﬂecting different ‘‘shapes’’ of resistance as a function
of slope of change in precipitation across the landscape
(e.g., Shirk et al. 2010, Wasserman et al. 2010). None of
the power functions of slope of change in monsoon
precipitation across the study area were supported
independently of isolation by STRUCTURE groups,
and both isolation by distance and isolation by
STRUCTURE group are supported independently of
all slope of monsoon precipitation hypotheses (Appendix B: Fig. B7). Among models of genetic differentiation
as functions of slope of spring precipitation, we found
that model s03 was supported independently of all other
slope of spring precipitation hypotheses and indepen-

TABLE 3. Resistance parameters for the step 3 reciprocal causal modeling of the effects of river network on gene ﬂow.
Resistance model

River
order

13a

13b

13c

13d

13e

13f

13g

13h

13i

13j

13k

13l

13m

13n

7
6
5
4
3
2
Other

10
10
10
38
75
113
120

10
10
10
38
75
113
130

10
10
10
38
75
113
140

10
10
10
38
75
113
150

10
10
10
38
75
113
160

10
10
10
38
75
113
170

10
10
10
38
75
113
180

10
10
10
38
75
113
190

10
10
10
38
75
113
200

10
10
10
38
75
113
210

10
10
10
38
75
113
220

10
10
10
38
75
113
230

10
10
10
38
75
113
240

10
10
10
38
75
113
250

Notes: Step 2 identiﬁed model 13 as the most supported model of the relative resistance of different river order. In step 3, we
evaluated 15 alternative models for the relative resistance of the terrestrial uplands relative to river network. Model 13a suggests
that terrestrial uplands are 12 times more resistant than rivers of orders 5, 6, and 7. Conversely, 13n suggests that terrestrial uplands
are 25 time more resistant than the least resistant rivers.
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TABLE 4. Resistance parameters for the step 4 reciprocal causal modeling of the effects of river network on gene ﬂow.
Resistance model

River
order

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

7
6
5
4
3
2
Other

10
10
10
10
10
10
120

10
10
10
10
33
67
120

10
10
10
25
50
75
120

10
10
20
40
60
80
120

10
17
33
50
67
83
120

10
10
10
10
10
25
120

10
10
10
10
17
33
120

10
10
10
13
25
38
120

10
10
10
20
30
40
120

10
12
17
25
33
42
120

10
10
10
10
10
75
120

10
10
10
10
50
100
120

10
10
10
38
75
113
120

10
10
30
60
90
120
120

10
25
50
75
100
125
120

Notes: Step 3 indicated that terrestrial uplands are 12 times more resistant than the least resistant rivers and that river orders
were relatively resistant as indicated in step 2 model 13. To conﬁrm this solution is a stable convergence, we evaluated the step 2
hypotheses of relative river order resistance combined with the step 3 relative resistance of terrestrial uplands.

dently of isolation by distance and isolation by
STRUCTURE groups (Appendix B: Fig. B8). No other
models were supported independently of s03. This model
suggests that genetic differentiation is correlated with
cumulative cost of moving across a grid of (slope spring
precipitation)0.3. Among models of genetic differentiation as functions of slope of winter precipitation, we
found that models w04 and w05 were both approximately equally supported independently of all other
slope of spring precipitation hypotheses, except each
other, and independently of isolation by distance and
isolation by STRUCTURE groups (Appendix B: Fig.
B9). No other models were supported independently of
w04 or w05. Given that w05 was more strongly
supported relative to isolation by distance, we chose
this model as most supported in this reciprocal causal
modeling analysis. This model suggests that genetic
differentiation is correlated with cumulative cost of
moving across a grid of (slope winter precipitation)0.5.
In the second step of the optimization of genetic
differentiation as functions of slope of seasonal precipitation, we combined the resistance models supported
for spring and winter in 11 combinations of relative
inﬂuence (Appendix B: Fig. B10). These combinations
varied the inﬂuence of slope of change of spring vs.
winter precipitation (as optimized in the ﬁrst step of the
analysis). Model s1w5 was supported independently of
all other combined slope of seasonal precipitation
hypotheses, and no other models are supported independently of S1W5. This model suggests that spatial
variation in winter precipitation has ﬁve times greater
inﬂuence on gene ﬂow than variation in spring
precipitation. This step ended the optimization of
resistance to gene ﬂow as functions of climate gradients.
The ﬁnal step in the optimization of the resistance
model for Fremont cottonwood gene ﬂow sought to
evaluate the relative weight of the optimized river
network resistance model compared to the optimized
climate gradient resistance model. We evaluated 200
combinations of relative weight, plus isolation by
distance and isolation by STRUCTURE group (Fig.
5). Model R1C74 was supported independently of all
other combined river resistance and seasonal precipitation hypotheses, and no other models were supported

independently of R1C74. This model was also supported
independently of isolation by distance and isolation by
STRUCTURE group. This model suggests that a
combined hypothesis of spatial variation in seasonal
precipitation (hypothesis s1w5) has 74 times greater
weight of inﬂuence on gene ﬂow than resistance of the
river network (hypothesis 13a). It is important to note
that this does not indicate that climate is 74 times more
important than river network, as the scales of the
variables are different (e.g., the slope model was raised
to the 0.3 or 0.5 power, resulting in small resistance
values, while the river order network model ranged on a
scale from 10 to 120). This ﬁnal reciprocal causal
modeling analysis, however, provides the optimal
weights to combine the river order and climate
hypotheses into a single resistance layer. We did this
by multiplying the climate resistance layer by 74, adding
it to the optimized river network resistance model, and
rescaling by dividing by the minimum of this combined
layer to produce a ﬁnal resistance layer with a minimum
of 1 (Fig. 6).
DISCUSSION
River order and gene ﬂow
Consistent with our ﬁrst hypothesis, we found that
gene ﬂow is facilitated by mid-sized to large rivers, and is
resisted by small streams and terrestrial uplands.
Speciﬁcally, streams and rivers of second order and
larger provide lower resistance to gene ﬂow than the
surrounding terrestrial uplands. We expected this based
on the life history of Fremont cottonwood, which forms
continuous woodlands in the ﬂoodplains of mid-sized to
large rivers, but is intermittent along small streams, and
is generally absent in terrestrial uplands (Eckenwalder
1977).
We found that resistance to gene ﬂow decreases with
increasing river size. Speciﬁcally, rivers of order 5, 6, and
7 (the largest in the study area) all were found to have
equally low resistance to gene ﬂow, while streams of
order 4 were nearly four times, order 3 were 7.5 times,
and order 2 over 11 times as resistant as the largest
rivers. This shows a strong, nonlinear change in
resistance to gene ﬂow with river size, such that medium
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FIG. 5. Reciprocal causal modeling to test 202 hypotheses about the relative inﬂuence of river network connectivity and spatial
variation in winter–spring precipitation on gene ﬂow. The 202 hypotheses include isolation by distance and isolation by structure
groups, and also vary the relative effect of precipitation compared to river network connectivity. The relative resistance of the river
network is as speciﬁed in hypothesis 13 (Table 4; Appendix B: Fig. B4). The relative resistance of spatial variation in seasonal
precipitation is as speciﬁed in hypothesis S1W5 (Appendix B: Fig. B10). The reciprocal causal modeling shown here varies the
relative weight of S1W5 relative to river resistance hypothesis 13 across 200 levels or relative effect corresponding to 1, 2, 3 . . . 200
times more weight to S1W5 than river resistance hypothesis 13. Cell values indicate reciprocal causal modeling score (x model j y
model  y model j x model). A fully supported hypothesis would have all positive reciprocal causal modeling scores in the vertical
dimension (e.g., the model is supported independently of all others) and all negative scores in the horizontal dimension (e.g., no
other models are supported independently of the model). Model R1C74 is fully supported based on these criteria, and is supported
independently of all other combined river resistance and seasonal precipitation hypotheses, and no other models are supported
independently of R1C74. This model suggests that a combined hypothesis where spatial variation in seasonal precipitation
(hypothesis S1W5) has 74 times greater weight than inﬂuence on gene ﬂow than resistance of the river network (hypothesis 13).
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FIG. 6. Resistance map produced by the optimization of the relative inﬂuences of river network and variation in seasonal
precipitation on gene ﬂow of Fremont cottonwood. Resistance increases from a minimum of 1 in dark blue areas (rivers of orders 5,
6, and 7 in regions with little gradient in winter–spring precipitation), to a maximum of 18.97 in dark red areas (terrestrial uplands
in regions with steep gradients of change in winter–spring precipitation. (a) The full study area extent is shown, (b) shows the
window indicated by the box in panel (a), (c) the window indicated by the box in panel (b), and (c) the window indicated by the box
in panel (c).

to large rivers equally facilitate gene ﬂow, while
resistance increases greatly as stream size becomes
smaller. One possible explanation for this pattern of
change in resistance with river order is that populations
will have historically been larger and more connected
along large rivers than smaller rivers, and that larger
rivers provide better means for hydrological seed
transport, and better conditions for seed germination
and seedling establishment on sandbars. (Braatne et al.
1996, Rood et al. 2005)
Climate gradients and gene ﬂow
Our second hypothesis proposed that genetic structure
would be partly driven by climatic gradients. Consistent
with this hypothesis, genetic differentiation increased
with cumulative differences in winter and spring
precipitation. We found no support for genetic differentiation based on differences between climatic zones or
point climatic conditions at the sites of populations, but
strong support increased genetic differentiation as a
function of cumulative difference in winter and spring
precipitation between populations. This suggests that

seasonal differences in precipitation result in reduced
gene ﬂow, plausibly due to the effects on ﬂowering
phenology. It is important to note, however, that winter
and spring precipitation can correlate with temperature
and day length, which are additional climate variables
that we did not investigate. Thus, the differentiation we
observed based on precipitation alone could be part of
multivariable interaction that includes these additional
variables.
Our results suggest that genetic differences among
cottonwood populations increase cumulatively as a
function of climatic differences. The most supported
climate model was path based, and not point based.
Point-based genetic differences might be expected if
certain genetic characteristics were found in certain
environments, and were not dependent on patterns of
population connectivity and gene ﬂow. In contrast,
path-based genetic differentiation, as found here, would
be expected when gene ﬂow is cumulatively reduced
along paths between populations.
Adaptation to local environments can be a major
driver of population divergence (Wright 1932, McKin-
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non et al. 2004, Savolainen et al. 2007). Such ecologicalbased divergence has been shown to be plausible even in
the presence of gene ﬂow (Gavrilets et al. 2000, Niemiller
et al. 2008, Nosil 2008). One of the major drivers of
ecological divergence is differential timing of reproductive events (Feder et al. 1993, Yamamoto and Sota
2009). This suggests that gradients of rapid change in
winter and spring precipitation may have acted as highly
resistant zones that create attenuated gene ﬂow,
enabling genetic differentiation of populations. Our
results are consistent with the hypothesis that differences
in ﬂowering phenology along gradients of changing
winter and spring precipitation will inﬂuence pollination
and seed dispersal and/or establishment, and drive
differential patterns of gene ﬂow. These differences
could lead to sufﬁcient reduction in gene ﬂow, which
may ultimately enable speciation due to accumulation of
genetic incompatibilities (Gavrilets et al. 2000, Hoelzer
et al. 2008).
In addition, the differential climatic conditions across
the precipitation gradient likely impose directional
selection on local populations. These climatic differences
could reduce ﬁtness of maladapted individuals, resulting
in population divergence and maintenance of reproductive isolation (Gavrilets et al. 2000, 2007, Niemiller et al.
2008, Nosil 2008, de León et al. 2010). Yang et al. (2013)
found a similar pattern of genetic differentiation along
gradients of winter precipitation for shrub taxa in
China, which they hypothesized was a result of partial
reproductive isolation due to timing of pollen dispersal
coupled with directional selection driven by drought
tolerance. A similar combination of factors may be
responsible for the observed genetic differentiation of
Fremont cottonwood along climatic gradients. It is
likely that a combination of reduced gene ﬂow driven by
differential timing of reproduction due to differences in
seasonal precipitation patterns (Feder et al. 1993,
Yamamoto and Sota 2009) in conjunction with local
directional selection (Niemiller et al. 2008, Nosil 2008)
and connectivity of the river network led to population
differentiation of Fremont cottonwood across the
southwest.
Our modeling results do not support isolation by
distance as a signiﬁcant factor in determining genetic
differentiation in Fremont cottonwood. When optimized models of river, upland, and climate gradient
resistance to gene ﬂow were combined, there was no
residual support for null models of isolation by distance
or isolation by STRUCTURE clustering groupings. We
treated isolation by distance and isolation by STRUCTURE clustering groupings as null models in this
analysis, and our ﬁnding that there is no independent
support for them conﬁrms our expectation that correlations with these null models are spurious (Cushman
and Landguth 2010). Isolation by distance would be
expected when there is no differential gene ﬂow related
to landscape features. However, our model optimization
clearly showed that both climate gradients and river
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network connectivity are highly related to genetic
differentiation in Fremont cottonwood. Once the effects
of river network and climate gradients are taken into
account, there was no independent relationship with
distance. In addition, STRUCTURE clustering identiﬁes grouping of genetically similar populations without
any a priori hypotheses of driving factors. Given they
lack any a priori basis, these clusters are observations of
differentiation and not explanations. As we expected,
once the effects of river network connectivity and
climate gradients are accounted for, there was no
independent support for STRUCTURE clusters of
genetically similar populations.
By combining restricted model optimization (Shirk et
al. 2010) with reciprocal causal modeling (Cushman et
al. 2013), we found that river network connectivity and
climate gradients drive gene ﬂow of Fremont cottonwood, and identify optimized resistance parameters for
each landscape feature. In each step of the optimization,
reciprocal causal modeling effectively identiﬁed a single
candidate model that was independently supported
relative to the other candidate models. This is a large
improvement over previous model selection methods in
landscape genetics, which typically struggle with high
levels of Type I error and discriminating among multiple
supported models (Cushman and Landguth 2010).
Conservation implications
Our study demonstrates that riparian corridors, in
conjunction with seasonal differences in precipitation,
facilitate gene ﬂow in Fremont cottonwood, while
terrestrial uplands constrain it. These results have
consequences for maintaining genetic diversity, which
impacts both riparian biodiversity and ecosystem
processes. For example, recent studies of intraspeciﬁc
variation in cottonwoods have shown that genetic
diversity, arising from gene ﬂow among populations, is
linked to community composition and diversity (Ferrier
et al. 2012, Bangert et al. 2013, Busby et al. 2013),
community stability (Keith et al. 2010), nutrient cycling
(Schweitzer et al. 2008), and productivity (Grady et al.
2011). These genetics-based effects on community
structure and ecosystem processes are commonly observed worldwide (Whitham et al. 2012), but are rarely
incorporated into management strategies. We argue that
the maintenance of riparian corridors that facilitate gene
ﬂow and generate genetic diversity is critical for the
preservation of biological diversity in riparian ecosystems.
Because most arid lands riparian systems are threatened by habitat loss, invasive species, water diversions
and altered stream ﬂows (Noss et al. 1995, Friedman et
al. 2005, Rood et al. 2005), increased habitat fragmentation and reduced gene ﬂow threaten the plants that
support much larger communities of organisms and
their ecosystem process. Thus, conservation efforts
should focus not only on restoring riparian habitat, as
in the case of large-scale efforts underway for targeted
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areas in the southwestern United States (Lower Colorado River Multi-Species Conservation Program [LCR
MSCP 2004]), but also on re-establishing corridors that
promote gene ﬂow. Given that community structure in
cottonwoods scales from local (Ferrier et al. 2012,
Bangert et al. 2013) to regional levels (Bangert et al.
2008), it is important to consider how gene ﬂow across
the landscape (e.g., geographic mosaic theory; Thompson 2005) may inﬂuence the evolution of dependent
community members (e.g., Evans et al. 2008), and affect
community diversity and ecosystem processes (Allan et
al. 2012).
In addition to habitat fragmentation, our results
relate to adaptation to potential impacts of climate
change (e.g., Aitken et al. 2008). Because Fremont
cottonwood is known to be sensitive to climate (Grady
et al. 2011) and invasive species (Gitlin et al. 2006),
which may then act in concert to further the demise of a
species (Walther et al. 2009), it is important that we
understand the nature and extent of causal factors that
inﬂuence patterns of gene ﬂow and structure in this
foundation tree species. Given that gene ﬂow appears to
be jointly driven by river corridor connectivity and
climatic differences, habitat loss, coupled with climate
change, is likely to fragment populations that are
currently along major river courses. Such fragmentation
could result in reduced gene ﬂow along riparian
corridors, leading to increased inbreeding within populations. If fragmentation were extensive, smaller populations would be vulnerable to genetic drift, and the
deleterious effects of inbreeding depression. In the face
of climate change, these effects could limit individual
populations’ ability to adapt to a changing environment
and ultimately result in the loss of genetic diversity. By
understanding the landscape and environmental features
that determine gene ﬂow and genetic differentiation,
conservationists can more efﬁciently manage species
such as Fremont cottonwood, while at the same time
ensuring support of its dependent communities and
associated ecosystem processes.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Appendix A
Tables listing the locations of sampled populations and the characteristics of the SSR primers used for genetic analysis
(Ecological Archives A024-059-A1).
Appendix B
Figures showing the results of the intermediate steps of the reciprocal causal modeling analysis to optimize relative resistance to
gene ﬂow presented by rivers and climate gradients (Ecological Archives A024-059-A2).

